Real-time image processing is any image processing where timeliness is as critical as accuracy. Included in this domain are real-time image compression, target acquisition and tracking, remote control and sensing, image enhancement and filtering, networking for real-time imaging, advanced computer architectures, computer vision, optical measurement and inspection, and simulation.

There has been growing interest in real-time imaging as a separate discipline of imaging science. Over the past several years there have been several sessions on the subject at various conferences, two books jointly published by SPIE and IEEE, and numerous journal and magazine articles. There is now even an entire journal devoted to the subject, Real-Time Imaging.

We proposed and organized the First IS&T/SPIE Conference on Real-Time Imaging in San Jose, California, in January 1996 in response to this interest. The conference was intended to bring together researchers, technologists, and practitioners in fundamental real-time imaging technologies and their application areas. The conference was also intended to provide a mechanism for researchers to keep abreast of new applications and industrial needs, and for practitioners to learn of new available technologies. Emphasis was placed on the application of real-time imaging in the following technologies; robotics, virtual reality, multimedia, medical imaging, industrial inspection, high-definition television, advanced simulators, computer-integrated manufacturing, and intelligent vehicles.

As a followup to the conference, several of the presenters were invited to submit revised, expanded journal-length papers for peer review and possible inclusion in a special section in the Journal of Electronic Imaging. This special section represents the result of those efforts. The papers in this special section include “Real-time inspection by submarine images” by Guido Tascini, Primo Zingaretti, and Giuseppe Conte; “Comparative study of skew detection algorithms” by Adnan Amin, Stephen Fischer, Tony Parkinson, and Ricky Shiu; “Real-time pedestrian counting by active linear cameras” by Louahdi Khoudou, Luc Duvieubourg, and Jean-Pierre Deparis; and “Adaptive scaled mean square error filtering by neural networks” by Ling Guan, Stuart W. Perry, and Edwin P. K. Wong.

In addition to those papers, an additional submitted paper by Purnendu Sinha et al. is included that provides a classification scheme and overview of research in real-time imaging. We hope that this paper helps to put the others into context.

We would like to thank all the authors and reviewers for making this special section a success. We enjoyed organizing this special section and working with the outstanding scientists and engineers that made it a success. We hope you find this special section to be valuable reference material for your own research and applications.
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